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The tim~-optimal control computation presented 
in [4] for the linear time-invariant undisturbed 
systems is extended to the case, where also the 
effects of deterministic external disturbances are 
considered. It was shown that, if they do not 
depend directly on state variables and some 
additional assumptions concerning the reachability 
of the final state are valid, an effective 
numerical procedure can be applied in order to 
find the switching instants of the bang-bang 
control. 
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1. Introduction 

In [4] the computational method of determining the 

time-optimal control for some linear time-invariant 

undisturbed systems was presented. · The procedure applied 

there was based on the known general solution of the state 

equation.With the fundamental matrix obtained like in [3] 

the set of switching times, corresponding to the minimum of 

final error's norm can be found by an effective computation 

procedure. 

This paper deals with the time-optimal control problem 

for the linear time-invariant system subject to 

deterministic external disturbances, described by the state 
equation 

X( t)=Ax( t)+Bu( t)+Gz( t) (1) 

where x(·),u(·),z(· J are state, control and disturbance 

vectors of dimensions n x 1, r x 1 and p x 1 respectively, 
A,B,G are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions, t is 

time. We accept the following assumptions (like in [4]) 

- the state vector is unconstrained, 

- the control belongs to the closed, bounded admissible 
set 

{ 2) 

with all components of u(t) being functions of bounded 

variation on any bounded interval of time 

I uk( t) 1~uk max' k=1,2, ... ,r { 3) 

- the state matrix A is slmple and all its eigenvalues 
s

1
, 1=1~ ... ,n are real negative 

{ 4) 

- the system satisfies the normality condition of the 

time-optimal control 
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Abki A2 bki ... i An-tbk]#O; 
k=l, ... ,r 

where bk is the k-th column of the matrix B. 

Additionally we assume that the dlsturbance 

belongs to the compact set Z in ~ 

Z( t)EZ 
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( 5) 

vector 

( 6) 

and all components zh( t), h=l, ... ,p of z(t) are functions of 

bounded variation on any bounded interval of time. 

The existence of the time optimal problem solution 

with the performance index 

t 
I = J dt .. min ( 7) 

to 
is for the considered system subject to disturbances 

related to the reachability ( [1], [2],, [6]) of the final 

state. 

We denote analogously like in [1] by F( t,x
0

, t
0

,Uad'Z) 

the reachable set in Rn which consists of all the states xf 

to which the system subject to the disturbance z(.)EZ can be 

transferred from x
0 

at t
0 

in the finite time t~t0 by the 

admissible control u{·)EUaa= 

F(t , x 0 ,Uad'Zl=£xf: 3u(t t] E Uad such that 
0' 

( 8) 

for z( t t] E z 
0' 

where 'l'(t,u(t t]lz(t t]lx
0

) is the solution of the state 
0 I 0 I 

equation with the initial condition x
0 

at t
0

• 

By Fk(t,x0 ~ t
0

1Uad1Zl we denote the closed subset 
of states in Rn which our system subject to the disturbance 

z<. )EZ attains from x
0 

at t
0 

in the finite time t~t0 by 
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application of the single control component uk( t), k=l, ... ,r 

'l'(t,uk(t tl' 2 <t t]'xo) 
o' o' 

( 9) 

The intersection Ff of all subsets Fk' k=l, ... ,r 

( 10) 

is the set of final states, which for z(.)EZ is reachable by 

application of any single control component uk(.), 

k=1,2, ... ,r satisfying the condition (3). 

In order to extend the numerical 
presented in [4] for z(. )~0 to the case of 

procedure 

the system 

subject to disturbances, we assume that the final state xf 
which must be attained in the minimal time belongs to the 

set Ff from (10) 

( 11) 

2. Formulation of the result 

We shall prove the 

THEOREM. In the case where the disturbance z(.J does not 

depend on state x(. J and the conditions (2}, (3), (4), (5) 

are satisfied, the time optimal control of the system (1) is 

of the bang-bang type and the number of switching 

intervals is at most n. 

Proof. The Hamilton.ian corresponding to the performance 
index (7) is given by 

H(x( t) ,1( t), u( t)z( t)) 1HT(t)Ax(t) + AT(t)Bu(t) 

( 12) 
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where X(t) is the costate vector of dimension nx1. 

We denote by x*(t),x*(t) the state and costate vectors 

corresponding to the time-optimal control u*(t), and from 

the necessary condition 

H<x*< t) ,x*< t), u*< t), z( t) )S.H(x*< t) ,x*< t), u( t), z( t)) ( 13) 

we obtain 

T 

u* ( t) - U s 1 gn {X* ( t) B} 

where 

U = [ ) T ul max Uz max · · · Ur max · 

Hence u*< t) ·Is of the banq-banq type and its components 
given by 

T 

u;< t) = uk max sign<x* ( tlbk' 

( 14) 

( 15) 

are 

( 16) 

We observe that the canonical costate equation does not 

depend directly on the disturbance, hence 

i * ( t) oH 
- ox ( 17) 

and we conclude (Ref. [5] l that in the case where all the 

eigenvalues of the matrix A are real the number of switching 

intervals for each uk(t), k=1,2, ... ,r is at most n. That 

completes the proof. • 
The above result enables us to extend the procedure of 

time-optimal control computation (presented in [4] l on the 

system described by the equation (1). The general solution 

is given by 
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t 
x( t)= 4>( t-t

0
)x( t

0
) + f 4>( t-'l:)Bu('l:)d'l: 

to 
( 18) 

t 
+ f 4>(t-•)Gz('l:)dL. 

to 
The fundamental matrix 4>(t)=eAt in the case where the state 

matrix A is simple can be obtained directly by computation 

like in [3]. 

First we shall consider the single-input system 

replacing the control vector by the scalar u(t) satisfying 

the condition lu<tli~Umax· For the first computation we 
assume that the number of switching intervals is equal to n 

and choose the switching instants t
1

, t 11 , ... , tn and the sign 
o of u(t) in the first interval t

0
, t

1
. Next for the control 

0 t< t 0 

0 u tE [ t
0

, t
1

) max 
- 0 umax tE [ t!, t!I) 

u( t) ( 19) 

(-l)n-10 u tE [ t l, t ) max n- n 

0 t~ t n 

we compute the state vector at switching instants 

x( t1 J = 4>(At1 Jx( t
0

l+D{At1 Jo umax+rp( t 1 l 

x( t 11 l = 4>(At11 Jx( t1 l+D(At11 J(-l)oUmax+rp{t11 l 

( 20) 

4> (At ) x( t l) +D (At ) ( -1) n-
1 o U +rn ( t ) n n- n max ~ n 

where 
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t~t 1 t
1
-t

0 

lltii tii-ti 

JH = t -t 
n n n-1 J 

By D(llt) we denote the nxr matrix 

ilt 
( ll t) = f t1J ( {}) B( {}) d{} 

0 

whose elements are given in [4) 

where 

n 
d. (llt)=E 

Jq j=1 

n 
E 

1=1 

i= 112 1 • • • In 

p ilcofp j 1 

fijl= det P 

q=1121···1r 
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( 21) 

( 22) 

( 23) 

( 24) 

and P is a nonsingular modal matrix (whose columns are 
eigenvectors of A). 

By tiJ(t 1 >~ 1=1121··· ~n we denote the value at t=t
1 

of 
the third term on the right hand side of (18) 

tj 

tiJ( t i)= J 
t. 

J-1 

tiJ(t.- 't")GZ('t")d't". 
1 

(25) 

For the known z(t) we can compute tiJ(t
1

l by the iterative 
method from the formula 

at instants 

t =t +ll• 
V V-1 

(26) 
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(choosing the sufficiently small value of~<). 

The elements m 1 q<~<l of the n x p matrix M(~<) are 

n n 
m. (~<)= :E :E 

Iq j=1 1=1 
( 27) 

i = 1, 2 1 " • 1 n I 1 = 1, 2 I " • I n I j= 1, 2 I " ' I n I q= 1, 2 I " ' I P' 

Knowing the deterministic disturbance z(t) for t~t0 we find 

~(t) from (26) for a chosen time interval [t0 , tz] with tz>tn 

and store the obtained results. That enables us to extend 

~(t 1 ), ~(t 11 ), ... ,~(tn) from computer's memory and to 

introduce them into (20). For the state x( tn) we find the 

norm N( tnl in Rn representing the distance between x<tnl and 

prespecified final state xf 

N( t ) = 11 Xf- X ( t ) 11 n n 
n z 
:E [xf'-x.(t )J • 

i= 1 1 1 n 
( 28) 

If this norm is bigger than a positive value £ corresponding 

to the desired accuracy we repeat the computation applying 

the minimization of N(tnl as function of switching instants. 

We accept as optimal switching instants t;, t;
1

, ••• , t~ those 
corresponding to 

(29) 

In order to check the choice of a we repeat the above 

procedure for the opposite value of a. After the comparison 

of obtained results we fix a definitely. 

For a multiple-inp~t system we find first the 

switching instants for all cases where only one of r control 
components is applied . We proceed like for the single-input 

system.The values of ek, k=1,2, ... ,r corresponding to the 

desired accuracy can be chosen bigger than £ imposed for the 
multiple-input system. 

Next we consider the case where two control components 

ua(t), ub( tl are applied and compute the switching instants 
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t 1 a' tiia' ... , tna' t 1b' tiib' ... , tnb corresponding to the 
accuracy given by the value £ab.It can be bigger than £ 

(imposed for the multiple-input system with all uk(tl, 

k=l,Z, ... ,r being active) and smaller than £a,£b in previous 

computation where only ua(tl or ub(t) were applied; 

£<£ab<£ a=£ b. 
In further procedures we increase consecutively the 

number of applied control components and finally obtain the 

switching instants in the case where all r of them are 
applied. In order to investigate the implication of the 

disturbance on the system, we can compute also the switching 

instants for z(t)aO. 

EXAMPLE. The system from the example in [4] where 

51 -11 

ul max 

e - t 

0 
4> ( t) 

0 

0 

e 

0 

-4 

0 

0 

52 

1. sI 

0 

-4 t 

0 

0 

0 

3 

-3 

0 
J] B= [~ ; ~] 

-2, 53 = -3, s4 -4 

uz max 7, u3 max 8 

0 2e 
- t -2e 

-2 t 

3e -3t -3e 
-4 t 

1. Se 
-2 t -1. Se 

-4 t 

-3t e 0 

0 
-2 t e 

is subject to the disturbance 

z( t) 

where z 1 max Z.S; 2 2 max 0 

( 30) 
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1'11=-4.5; 1'1 2=-5.5. 

The matrix G in (1) is 

0 1.5 

G 
1 2 

3 4 

0 0 

This system must be transferred in the shortest time from 

the initi~l state x
0 

x
0

= [20 -10 40 -30] T 

to the final state xt=O with the accuracy corresponding to 

£=1·10- 2 . Tables I and II show the results computed by both: 

undisturbed (found in [4]),and subject to the disturbance 

(30) - systems . 

TABLE I 
r--

* * * * uk z ( t) ti t l I t I I I tlV 
f-- . 

ul =±1 . 5 0 0.5590975 1.1071200 1. 3475340 1.3890230 

(}1 =1 from 0.8035849 1.4960260 1. 9527250 1.9688400 
( 30) 

u2=±7 0 0.6151865 1. 1260130 1.3168710 1. 3890230 

(}2=1 from 0 . 9961923 1 . 8065360 1.8505530 1.9688410 
( 30) 

u3=±8 0 0 . 7521554 1. 1104 76 1. 3513780 1. 3890230 

(}3=1 from 1. 0820740 1.5749200 1.8961510 1.9688410 
'---

( 30) 
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TABLE II 

z( t) 
1< 1< 

x1(tiv) x; ( t; v) 

0 -0.3997028 -0.642335 4 

from -0.3912095 0.6266915 ( 30) 

3. Conclusive remarks 

41 

1< 1< 

X3(tiV) x:< t;v) 
1< "k xs ( ti v) 

-0.242306 -0.1702905 0.8124561 

0.2216495 -0.6167312 0. 9875592 

-2 all values .10 

In the case where the deterministic disturbance · does 

not depend on state variables and all the above accepted 

assumptions hold - the presented computational procedure 

enables us to find effectively the time optimal control of 

the bang-bang type. In order to choose appropriately the 

initial data for the described numerical procedure it can be 

useful to compute first the switching instants for the 
• undisturbed system (with z(·)=O). 
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NUMERYCZNA METODA WYZNACZANIA STEROWANIA CZASOWO-OPTYMALNE
GO DLA PEWNYCH UKLADOW LINIOWYCH PODDANYCH DZIALANIOM 
ZAKLOCEN 

Podana w [4] numeryczna metoda wyznaczania sterowania 
czasowo-optymalnego dla inwariantnych w czasie i niezakl6-
conych uklad6w liniowych zostala rozszerzona na przypadek, 
gdy uklady te s& poddane dzialaniom zdeterminowanych zakl6-
cen. Wykazano, ze jezeli zakl6cenia te nie s& funkcjami 
zmiennych stanu oraz s& spelnione dodatkowe zalozenia 
dotycz&ce osi&galnosci stanu koncowego to mozna zastosowac 
procedure numeryczn& umozliwiaj&c& wyznaczenie chwil 
przel&czen przy sterowaniu typu bang-bang. 

qKCITEHHNH METOU OITPEUEITEHK~ BPEM~-OITTKMAITbHOfO YITPABITEHK~ 
UIT~ HEKOTOPNX ITKHEHHNX CKCTEM ITOUBEPfAEMNX B03UEHCTBK~ ITOMEX 

ITpMBSASHH~a B (4] qMCfl9HH~a HSTOA onpeneneHMH 
BpSHH-OnTMHaflbHOro ynpaBfl9HMH AflH MHBapMaHTHWX no Bp9HBHM M 
593 B03AeacTBMH nOHSX flHHeaH~X CMCTBH 5~n pacWMpBH AflH 
cnyqaH, Korna 3TH cMcTeH~ nonaep•eH~ ao3neacTBH~ 

onpeneneHHwx nonex. IToKa3aHo, qTo ecnH 3TH nonexM He 
HBflH~TCH ~JHKUHHHM nepeH9HH~X COCTOHHMH M YAOBflSTBOpH~TCH 
AOUOflHMTBflbHWB npennoCWflKM, KaCa~-M9CH AOCTHraeHOCTH 
KOHeqHoro COCTOHHMH, TO HO*HO npMHBHMTb qacneHHY~ npouenypy 
no3aonH~•Y~ onpenenHTb HOHeHTW nepeKn~qeHMa npa ynpaaneHHH 
THna 5aHr-5aHr. 


